The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands: Assessment of International Designations Within the United States

The Ramsar Convention is an international framework used to protect wetlands. At this time, the United States has 22 designated sites listed as wetlands of international importance. In this Article, the authors analyze survey data collected from each of these 22 sites to determine whether and how Ramsar designation benefits these wetland areas.
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Issues related to wetlands and wetland protection often involve boundaries. Sometimes the lines are drawn on the ground, delineating between so-called “jurisdictional” wetlands and uplands. Sometimes the boundaries are conceptual: trying to determine the proper relationship between the federal and state governments with respect to wetland permits, or trying to balance the need to protect the aquatic environment without inappropriately limiting activities on private property. Other times international boundaries are implicated, thus requiring a multilateral approach to wetland issues.

At the international level, the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat (often referred to as the Convention on Wetlands or the Ramsar Convention) provides a useful framework for cooperative efforts to protect wetlands and the benefits that people derive from these areas. More than 150 countries, including the United States, are parties to this treaty. As of January 2007, the Ramsar parties have designated over 1,625 sites, from the Okavango Delta in Botswana (6,864,000 hectares) to Hosnie’s Spring in Australia (one hectare). Since its 1987 ratification of the Ramsar Convention, the United States has designated 22 sites as wetlands of international importance (see Figure 1). At the outset of 2007, several more sites are in the application process.

The “three pillars” of the Convention are: (1) to designate sites as wetlands of international importance; (2) to apply a “wise use” concept to all wetlands within a party’s territory; and (3) to engage in international cooperation. Its nonregulatory approach has led some to ask what benefits are associated with Ramsar designation. For example, the United States has a maze of federal, state, and local laws that protect wetlands, so does the international recognition of a site provide any additional returns? To answer this question, we surveyed all 22 U.S. Ramsar sites. Although the results varied from site to site, we found that Ramsar designation adds some value to all sites.

Results of the Survey of U.S. Ramsar Sites

Increased Funding Opportunities

The most commonly identified benefit related to funding opportunities. Many of the sites require active management and protection; sometimes the sites need restoration. In a time of heavy competition for public and private monies, the ability to emphasize that the site is a wetland of international importance has assisted, or is perceived to assist, with funding. Seventeen of the sites reported that Ramsar designation had helped with grant applications or other funding requests.

Indeed, one respondent for Horicon Marsh characterized the funding aspect as “perhaps the biggest benefit,” noting that the designation is “commonly cited” in grant applications. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge “always mention[s] the refuge’s Ramsar status” when making land acquisition requests through the Department of Interior’s Land and Water Conservation Fund. Similarly, Everglades National Park uses the designation, along with others, to reinforce the site’s ecological significance when applying for grants.

Two respondents noted that Ramsar designation played an important role in obtaining funding for restoration projects. Ramsar status helped convince the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to proceed with a restoration project at Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge, which is part of the Chesapeake Bay Ramsar site. At Catahoula Lake, Louisiana, the Corps conducted a restoration project that focused on woody vegetation control and improved drainage patterns during annual summer drawdowns.

Ramsar status can also be helpful in terms of grants sought by groups that support particular sites. Quivira National Wildlife Refuge reported that Ramsar designation helped a “Friends” group...
receive financial support from companies and local communities. Likewise, Delaware Bay stated that conservation organizations such as The Nature Conservancy and Delaware Wild Lands used the Ramsar designation successfully to obtain North American Wetlands Conservation Act grants.

Support for Protection of the Site and Surrounding Areas
Unlike many wetlands, U.S. Ramsar sites currently are not under threat of imminent development. Nevertheless, Ramsar sites are similar to other wetlands in at least one regard: they can be adversely affected by development activities that take place off-site. Ramsar designation has been identified as assisting in blunting these off-site threats in the following three ways.

One way to protect a site from off-site threats is to expand the site itself or to increase the buffer area between the site and development activities. Accordingly, a helpful benefit of Ramsar designation is that it can make acquisition of surrounding lands easier. A respondent from Cheyenne Bottoms noted that the international designation helped create interest in the area that led to The Nature Conservancy acquiring 7,300 acres, which is now part of the site.\(^1\) Ramsar designation can even encourage the transfer of property from one governmental agency to another agency that will likely be a more devoted steward, as Caddo Lake illustrates. There, an unused military installation near the Ramsar site was transferred to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and is now the site of the Caddo Lake National Wildlife Refuge.\(^2\)

In terms of site protection, a second way Ramsar designation can help reduce off-site threats is by encouraging partnerships that focus on watershed conservation efforts. The Cache River Wetlands Joint Venture Partnership (JVP) illustrates this point. Working with local organizations on research and planning, restoration, sediment reduction, and education and outreach efforts, the JVP, which includes federal and state agencies as well as Ducks Unlimited and The Nature Conservancy, has assisted in raising more than $50 million and protecting almost 36,000 acres.\(^3\)

The third way that Ramsar designation can be useful in dealing with off-site threats is its invocation during planned development. Keeping in mind that Ramsar is not regulatory, it has nevertheless been employed to defeat (or influence) proposed projects that threatened a Ramsar site’s ecological integrity. For example, when DuPont announced its plan to strip mine for titanium near the Okefenokee Swamp, the Ramsar designation helped bolster public opposition (both domestically and abroad). DuPont eventually abandoned its mining project and donated 16,000 acres to the Conservation Fund.\(^4\)

Sometimes it is even necessary to invoke the Ramsar designation to protect the site from within. For example, site managers of White River National Wildlife Refuge and Cache River National Wildlife Refuge—part of the Cache-Lower White Rivers Ramsar site—effectively used the designation to help hold at bay a proposed 120-mile navigation project within the refuges on the White River.\(^5\)

Of course, Ramsar designation is not intended to restrict all projects within a certain radius, and projects that can negatively affect a site do move forward. The Ramsar designation, however, should be viewed as an additional tool in educating the public and decisionmakers about the risks associated with nearby projects.

Science and Tourism
Ramsar designation typically leads to increased attention to a site, which can lead to increased interest by the scientific community. Izembek National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska noted that Ramsar designation contributed to eel grass studies, waterfowl disturbance studies, and Brant studies. In Connecticut, the state Department of Environmental Protection and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency have allocated funds for research and monitoring of the Connecticut River Ramsar site. Catahoula Lake reported that
Although there is great pride among those who work at or live near a Ramsar site and who are aware of its designation, frequently the international status of the site is not well known. Ramsar designation should be better promoted in several ways.

First, as the survey results indicated, signage at Ramsar sites is an area that needs improvement. Signs tell the world that a particular site has been deemed internationally valuable and that it is part of a coordinated network. Uniform signs would underscore that message. While the decision to designate a site rests with the federal government, the award does not come with a guarantee of money, nor should it, necessarily. Nevertheless, in recognition of the award, the federal government should consider funding uniform Ramsar signage.

Even in those situations where on-site signage is not practicable, the Ramsar designation can be emphasized in other ways. At the Ramsar site, guides and educators can incorporate a discussion of the designation in brochures and tours. Or, like the Tijuana River Estuary, site managers can include the Ramsar logo on their letterhead and publications. It would be a small but persistent reminder of the site’s status and value.

Furthermore, there are opportunities to highlight Ramsar designation off-site. The highways or roads leading to a site can note the Ramsar designation. Local chambers of commerce and tourism centers can be educated about the significance of Ramsar designation and then encouraged to pass this information on to the public. As Caddo Lake has demonstrated, even businesses can be shown that it is in their interest to highlight the Ramsar site within their communities.

Site managers should not be expected to bear the burden of promoting the Ramsar designation alone. There should be readily available well of support from which to draw, if certain obligations are pointed out.

Many respondents reported that Ramsar designation assisted with obtaining grants, and some even offered examples. Yet our review of several current grant and assistance programs found that they do not always give credit to Ramsar sites because of the international designation. This is not to say that the Ramsar designation did not influence the award of the grants, but its utility in quantitative scoring is not always clear. Accordingly, we recommend that Ramsar sites and associated areas receive a quantifiable preference when scoring is used in funding decisions.

Consider, for example, the North American Wetlands Conservation Act (NAWCA).22 NAWCA specifically refers to the Ramsar Convention, suggesting that NAWCA helps satisfy U.S. obligations under the treaty.23 To further wetlands conservation in North America, NAWCA establishes a grant program to fund wetland-related projects.24 Grants are based on a combination of a proposal’s score and ranking. Until recently, Ramsar designation provided a quantitative benefit in the scoring.25 Beginning in 2006, the North American Wetlands Conservation Council eliminated the reference to Ramsar sites.26 While Ramsar site information is typically highlighted in the submitted proposals, and NAWCA evaluators are aware of the significance of these sites, much is left up to the discretion of
the individual evaluators as to whether a Ramsar designation matters at all. Thus, we recommend that the instructions be clarified to note that Ramsar sites are “national priority wetland areas” and “regionally important wetland areas.” Such an approach would be entirely consistent with NAWCA and the U.S. government’s international obligation to promote the conservation of its Ramsar sites.

The Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP),27 which pays farmers to restore wetlands and place conservation easements on them,28 provides another opportunity to enhance and protect areas near Ramsar sites. The focus of WRP can vary from state to state, as do the ranking criteria, and proposed projects near Ramsar sites generally do not seem to be accorded additional points, at least due to the Ramsar designation. A slight tweak to the WRP ranking criteria would encourage and reward farmers near Ramsar sites to restore and protect their wetlands, and such actions would in many cases further protect designated Ramsar sites from off-site impacts.

Establish Preferences for Restoration Work Within Ramsar Sites

The Corps can rely on several authorities to conduct environmental restoration work relevant to Ramsar sites. Section 1135 of the 1986 Water Resources Development Act (WRDA)29 permits the Corps to modify its existing projects to improve fish and wildlife habitat, including wetland restoration.30 Section 206 of the 1996 WRDA31 allows the Corps to restore fish and wildlife habitat even when the activity is not related to an existing Corps project.32 Under either authority, Congress and/or the Corps should establish a preference for environmental restoration projects related to Ramsar sites.

In cases where the Corps or the Ramsar site is not able to fund needed restoration projects, there may be another option to consider: creating a wetland mitigation bank. If a Ramsar site requires restoration work, and government budgets cannot fund the needed project, it is worth considering this alternative. While such a notion is controversial, it should be examined as an option for Ramsar site managers to draw upon in limited circumstances.33

Update Nomination Procedures

To encourage additional Ramsar designations within the United States, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should (with the assistance of the U.S. National Ramsar Committee) update and clarify the nomination procedures for several reasons. The last time the FWS published the procedures in the Federal Register was 1990,34 but the Ramsar Parties have since modified the criteria for designation. The FWS issued an update,35 but it too no longer reflects current designation criteria. A more formal notice in the Federal Register would serve to provide the definitive source for the designation process within the United States. The updated procedures should also note the responsibilities of Ramsar site managers, the most important of which is the long-term protection of the site. And any new Ramsar site should include in its nomination packet a point of contact responsible for updating necessary paperwork.

Celebrate and Support World Wetlands Day

In the United States, February 2 often invokes images of Punxsutawney Phil and Groundhog Day. It is also, however, World Wetlands Day, commemorating the conclusion of the Ramsar Convention in 1971.36 World Wetlands Day is yet another opportunity to educate people about the Ramsar Convention and the value of wetlands. On this day, Ramsar sites sponsor programs, environmental organizations hold wetland-related events, universities host speakers, and newspapers publish editorials. Such activities should be expanded. Ideally, these activities will help us reach across boundaries to work together to make progress in wetland conservation efforts.

Conclusion

We hope that readers take from this article the sense of pride and honor experienced by most sites in association with their Ramsar designation. In this age of uncertainty about the future of U.S. wetland policy, it is helpful to celebrate the wonders of some of our nation’s most important wetland resources, from the Everglades to the Okefenokee. It is also important to encourage the designation of other wetlands across the nation and around the world to celebrate their functions, values, and uniqueness.

Endnotes

4 Id.
5 The sites in the process of applying for Ramsar designation in the United States include Congaree National Park and Four Holes Swamp in South Carolina, and Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary (which was recently expanded with acquisitions from Panther Island Mitigation Bank) in Florida.
10 The respondent stated that the project was a Water Resources Development Act §1135 project.
13 The Cache River Wetlands Joint Venture, A Watershed Scale Restoration Project, at 2-3 (stating that “this restoration effort had received more than $30 million in public and private funding for land acquisition and $10 million for habitat restoration, research projects, and educational evaluation in the watershed,” along with another $10 million matching funds and in-kind contributions).
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multiple functions will continue, and demand may be unsustainable in the long run.

Water quality trading appears to have an easier path than wetland mitigation banking in some of the issues presented above, and in others, harder. But in most cases it is a different path—in some aspects closer to air emissions trading, in some aspects entirely novel. The decade of experience with a market in wetland credits can offer a great deal by both positive and negative example, but in the end there is no royal road to the establishment of a market in water quality. If there is one overarching lesson from wetland mitigation banking, it is that water quality trading policy cannot be formulated in the abstract, but must be developed in response to the specific problems and contradictions that appear in actual trades and markets.
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